
 
Narcissistic Supply (NS) 

I want to introduce the concept of Narcissistic Supply (NS), a term that refers to all the 
things that make us feel special, important, good, beautiful, relevant, desirable, admirable, 
successful, worthy of attention and significant. Just as we need food, air, water, and shelter, so 
do human beings need a staple of narcissistic supply. It’s a survival need…no blame. Yet we 
can learn a lot about ourselves by paying attention to how we manage this legitimate need—
the sources we tap for a dose of its uplift [antidote to shame]. For example: Where do I turn 
for my narcissistic supply? Are its sources stable or sporadic? How do I pin it down? Does it 
come (primarily) from inside or outside, from self or others? Is there a portion that comes 
from HaShem? Does it flow naturally or do I manipulate situations in order to grab attention 
or claim undue credit? Do my deeds genuinely evoke praise and gratitude or do I throw a 
tantrum which forces people to focus on me. Does my NS come from doing “good,” or from 
creating drama, or from threatening people with crime and cruelty? What do I do when a 
source of NS shuts down (or even reverses, and starts shaming instead of ego-stroking). For 
example: a relationship ends; my investments collapse; my art goes unreviewed; an injury ends 
my athletic career; my children don’t need me (in the same way) anymore; my beauty is fading 
along with my youth; my opinions no longer make news, etc. 

This information—this NS profile—is a powerful tool to assess one’s emotional health and 
spiritual level.  

NS is essential to quality of life.  It’s a counterforce to shame.  When a wave of shame 
sweeps through we turn to our channels of NS to/and soothe the distress/ourselves thereby. 
Maybe we did something bad or stupid, but that reckless action does not define us.  Our 
burning shame gets tempered by these/our “trusty” providers of narcissistic supply. Despite 
our failing, we are still liked, admired, desired, forgiven, etc.  

Of course, there are more functional and less functional ways to [commandeer] grab hold 
of NS. Ideally there is a trail of love, accomplishments or merits that we can draw from in 
these moments—that vouch for our worth, that prove it even. But that is not always the case. 
On the other extreme, criminals report that they’ve never felt as respected as when holding a 
gun to someone’s head. The attention they received was, for them, the pinnacle of narcissistic 
supply (and gratification). They were important, powerful, and god-like, the center of attention 
and object of obeisance.  

The ultimate source of NS and, from a spiritual perspective, the ideal, is to draw ones self-
worth straight from HaShem. 
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A young scholar approached the famous mystery school that trained its students to be prophets and seers.  He 
asked to be initiated into their circle.  The tsadik who interviewed the petitioner praised his intentions: 
“Blessed are you, child of G-d, your goals are right.  I have one question for you.  Pray, tell me, have you attained 
equanimity?” 

The aspirant requested an explanation of terms. 

The tsadik replied, “There are two men.  One respects you and one insults you.  Are they equal in your eyes?” 

The aspirant responded, “No they are not. I feel good and at peace with the one who respects me, and pained 

by the insult.  I would never take revenge or hold a grudge against the latter, for the Torah forbids that.1  
Nevertheless, they do evoke different feelings inside me.” 

The sage replied:  “Go in peace my son. Until you have attained equanimity, until you are totally G-d referenced, 
you are not fit to attain prophesy.  Until your insides do not respond to flattery or insult, you are not ready to 
enter the higher states of consciousness that we teach here.  Go and work on yourself still more.  When your 
heart attains humility and equanimity, you may return and join our circle.2 

A spiritual path is a quest for devekut—for closeness with HaShem. Divine inspiration is the 
fruit of that deepening encounter.  To be a fitting channel for this exalted goal, one must 
become a master of NS, immune to flattery and insult. Self-worth then/thus comes from one 
thing alone—do the thoughts of my heart and the deeds of my life praise G-d. 

 

                                                 
1 Leviticus 19:18. 
2 R. Chayim Vital, Ketavim Chadashim, Shaari Kedusha, P 19, in the name of R. Avner. 


